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Table 1
USES OF TOUCH INFORMATION
correcting position errors
• Bringing mating parts together
• Starting pins into h-les
• Locating surfaces, c(rner •s, edges, and the like
1c• qui si t ion
it Aligning, ,taws to objects
• Extracting one part from a bin of parts
('onietrained motion
• Sliding parts
• Final insertion of pins into holes
• Turning cranks, or hinged doors
Error detection
• Collistous
• lcqutsition failures
• Task completion failures
''raining (or programming)
pushing on hand
• Steering through tasks
• Setting force levels
the, manipulator by
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Rs ► s-caper desrribes a hand 1 touc•h sensing system - st, when mounted on a position
controlled manipulator, can greatly expand the kinds of automated manipulation tasks that
can M- undertaken, Because of the variety of coordinate conversions, control equations,
and completion criteria, control is necessarily dependent upon it small digital computer.
The sensing system Is designed tsith to be rugged and to sense the necessary touch and force
information required to execute it wide range of manipulation taslin. The system consists of
a stx-axis wrist ..ensor, external touch sensors, and a pair of matrix jaw sensors. Details
of the construction of the particular sensors, the integration of the- and effector into the
sensor system, and the contrc t algorithms for using the sensor outputs to perform manipula-
tion tasks automaticall y are discussed.
INTHonUCT10N
Current industrial rotxits are devices that move
from position to position under preprogrammed control.
Sommerling (1972) describes them its follows
... easily programmable, operatorless handling
devices that can perform simple-, repetitive
,lobs .hat require few alternative actions and
ml.imum communication with the work environ-
ment. They are unable to think, see, hear,
smell, or taste, and only to some instances
can they be given a rudimentary sense of feel,
'Whenever there are sufficient variations in the posi-
tions of objects to be picked up or motion constraints
on an object to be moved, the conventional, I.osition-
cuntrolled manipulator cannot carry out the task. Re-
search at SRI and other laboratories fit 	 l'nited
States i,nd in ,Japan has begun to show t,ow touch aad
force sensing in robots, together with the proper con-
trol system (usually based on a small computer), can
be used to solve these problems and to make robots
more useful.
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l	 Table 1 lists several areas in which touch
sensing can he used to, expand the range of manipula-
tion tasks. Each of these uses requires particular
touch sensors and a particular control algorithm for
accomplishing the task. Thus, in designing a touch
1	 sensing cyslem for automatic manipulation, txith the
quantit 	 to he sensed and the type of control al-
gorfth	 liable must be considered. The sensing
system :1	 .abed in this paper includes sensors th.il
can be used in all of the tasks in Table 1.
This work was supported by the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration,,un(1erContracts SNSN-63
and NAS 2-7507, and by the National Science Faun- a
tion, under Grant 61-38100x.
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TOUCH CONTROLLED %0 NiPULATiON
To assemble parts, information from touch sensors
canbe used to steer the hand as it closes and moves.
A simple e..ample of this procedure is that of aligning
the hand to an object without disturbing it, as Illus-
trated in Figure 1. This alignment procedure- may be
required either to pick up an object without knocking
it over or to calibrate the hand to part of any object
for subsequent mating of parts to that object. For
such purposes, sufficiently sensitive se-hors are
needed on the gripping surfaces of the fing,rs to de-
tect finger contact with an object without pushing it
away.
(A asstfication of objects
• Size
• Weight
or Sh ipe
• Motion constraints
Paper presented at the 1 7th Annual Human Factors Society Convention, Washine in, O.C.,OctoLir 16 18 ,
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Coordinate Systems
I11--fore describing Low sensors art- used to control
the manipulator, It Is necessary to define the coordi-
nate s y stems in which the manipulator must movve. Any
manipul p tor is controlled in an arm ctot,tinate myste•m
that is uniquely determined by its own geometry; there
are as many coordinates as there are movable Joints to
the manipulator,
	
%rm coordinates, however, are of
little use in the automatic manipulation tasks of in-
terest here. To assemble parts, it is necessary to
move• the manipulator holding the daughter part In the
coordinate system of the mother part. On the other
hand, when maneuvering In the working area, it 1s nec-
essary to move to the coordinate system of the work
space.	 This is particularly useful when maintaining
the hand at a certain height above the floor and la-
hles and still being able to snide objects across
them.	 By placing parts on a motorized turntable, and
by using jigs and fixtures, it is possible to cause
the coordinate system of the mother part to coincide
with that of the work space, thus simplifying the ma-
nipulator c •onti- I problem,	 Similarly, by either cart--
fully designing; the end effector to mate with the
daughter part or by designing jigs to hold or align
the part as it is being picked up, the coordinate sys-
tems can be fixed with respect to one another, again
simplifying the control equations.
'Ric two most important coordinate systems in
which the arm must be able to move 1'or automatic-
controlled assembly nperattons are ther•t-fore work-
space coordinates and hand coordinates. 'Mere are Il -
lustrated in figure 2, The mathematics for moving a
manipulator to these coordinate systems for particular
applications has been discussed by both Whitney (1969)
and Paul (1972).
Control Algoirtthms
1'o perform useful tasks, the information from
touch sensors must he used to control the position of
the manipulators. When the hand is close to the area
of the object to i)e picked up, the motion of the hand
must he l eered by the actuation of sensors so that
(U the object will not be knocked about :in(] (2) it
secure grip will be maintained.
The situation can be compared to the hypothetical
regs.irem0nt that a yardman In a railroad switchyard
walk up to it 100-ton engine and push it along the
track with his bare hands. The problem van be solved
simply by installing the throttle ( :t proportional
touch sensor) on the front of the engine within reach
of the yardman, fly exerting a pound or so of force on
the throttle, he can then move the 100-ton engine.
The harder he pushes, the I.,ster the engine will go.
Similarly, the "lower steering" required for the
self-centering grip shown to figure 1 causes the hand
to sweep left or right, depending on whether the left
or right gripping surface of the finger is pushed.
The harder the push, the faster the hand should sweep
1'-, accomplish this task, the control algorithm must
move the joints of the manipulator in a particular
(c)
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FIGURE I	 ALIGNING FINGERS TO OBJECT
Jaw closes lab until light touching
contact is made M	 Then entire
hand is moved at law closing speed
until both tongs contact object (c).
As the improperly centered fingers shown in Fig-
tire Ha) close on the object, contact against one
finer is made. The computer control system must
then cause the hand to sweep in a direction from one
finger to another, in a coordinate system determiner)
by the hand, while the fingers continue to close
[Figure I(b)]. Closing ant' sweeping proceed until
both fingers contact the object, as shown in VlKure
1(c).	 1t tit
	
point, the	 o	 termi-
nate	
trol system must tr
 the grasping pracess and activatt- the next step
in the assembly algorithm. This example shows that
several separate abilities are required for success-
ful manipulation based on touch control:
• %lotion in different coordinate systems.
is The ability to steer the hand relying on
touch.
• Iletermination of critical forces for carry-
ing out the task.
• Determination of task completion criteria
based on touch.
• The means for m-asuring these critical
I orc • e • s .
In the following four sections, the implications of
the above requirements are briefly discussed, and
Iheir importance to the design of a general purpose
end effector with a built-in touch sensing s}'stem is
desert hed.
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coordinated fashion in response to the proportional
inputs from touch sensors on the inside surface of
the jaw.	 Like power steering, a small force will
cause an otherwise immobile manipulator to move
freely.
1 second example of an acquisition strategy il-
lustrating a particularly desirable combination of
sensor-directed motions is shown in Figure 3.	 lifter
sweeping, the hand is directed to move about the turn
and tilt axes by signals from touch sensors on the
gripping surfaces of the . laws. This strategy is use-
ful for acquiring objects without moving them or for
determining the position, size, and orientation of an
imprecisely known object. The task requires sensing
both small, proportional torques used to drive the
turn and tilt axes and the light proportional pres-
sure developed on the inside surface of the tongs
used to .irtve the sweep axis. The closing of the
hand generates these forces, and task completion is
indicated by the attainment of some threshold gri-
ping force. Farr this task, the most appropriate In-
cation for sensors is on the inside surfaces of the
.laws.
A different example, a placement task, is illus-
trated in Figure 4. Here the task is to push a block
into a mating corner. The control problem is simpli-
fied both by the proper alignment of the coordinates
of the mother part with the work-space coordinates
FIGURE 3 ROTARY ALIGNMENT TO OBJECT
As the lows close, the hand is driven
first to turn lal and then to tilt Ibl
by signals derived from proportional
force sensors on law surfaces to
achieve desired orientat,un lei for
gi aipmg.
and the proper alignment of hand coordinates to block
coordinates using t'u • previous acquisition strategy.
The first step in the placement task rFigu re 4(a)] in-
volves the assumption of the parent-part coordinates
by the encd effector, This is done by allowing the
hand to tilt and turn to nullify torques that build
up its the block is lowered to and pressed against the
parent surface. When a threshold reach force builds
up, the first portion of the task is complete, and the
hand must then be controlled to lift, to maintain
reach pressure, and to nullify twist torque. This
brings the second block face to ma t e with the second
parent surface fVigure 4(b)]. When a threshold lift
force is obtained 7Figure 4(c)], the task is complete.
The , laws are then opened while holding the hind in its
position.
Control Equations
Control of the manipulator to a:csume various posl-
tionsrto move at different rates, and to apply forces,
is accomplished by selecting and implementing the
11	 .
it
	
1
i .GURF 4 AUTOMATIC PLACEMENT OF BLOCK
Block is placed flat against a surface (al
by lowering of unt,l contact force is
measur ed at wrist end then rotating hand
on two axes to null misalignment torques
As downward pressure is maintained
(light arrow in b) on block, it is slid left
idark arrow in b) until sufficient contact
forts is built up (c).
proper control equation for each of the coordinate
axes. The well -known equation for position is
Rate = K
	
(P - P)	 (1)
.	 c
ahero R, in the command rate matrix. To control force,
the general force generating equation Is
Kate	 K (F' - F)	 (3)
r	 c
If K f , the force gain, is zero, the hand is stiff and
wt 11 not resimind to external forces! if K f Is large,
then the hand moves quickly to generate or respond to
external forcer.	 If the command force vector, M e., is
zero, the htid moves freely wherever It is pushed.	 If
F,. Is not zero, the hand mover until forces ate devel-
oped on particular force s, • nsors (F) that match iv.
There can be one or man y more than sewn force sensors.
11 Is useful to combine Vila. (1), (2), :ofd (3)
into the general control equation given below.
Kate	 K	
c
p (f — 11)
c	 c	 I
 ♦ K	 - N	 (f	 - F)
	 (•1)
By properly choosing the gains in Eq. (4), the hand
can be made tit 	 the following actions simulta-
neously'
• To push on one axis.
• To move on another at it
	
rate.
• T'o hold a third fixed.
• To make the remaining four axes passive
to external Firces or torques.
Performing the sequences of tasks previocsly shown
in Figures 3 and 4 requires ( 1 ) a sequence of different
control equations based on Fri. (1), and (2) propor-
tional sensors to measure those forces pertinent to the
task.
Completion Criteria
To determine when the transition from one set of
control equations to another should be made, completion
criteria must be established and continuously tested.
Some examples of these criteria, based on force sens-
Ing, are given in the previous tasks (Figures I, 3, and
1),	 In general, mane different completion conditions
must be specified during any manipulation task.
Equally important to subtask completion are those cri-
teria that indicate improper operation of the system.
Examples of both kinds of criteria are given in fable 2
where N
It 
is the position gain, 
Pc ' 
is the commanded
position, and P is the actut:l position.	 For control
in hand coordinates, Irate. P c and P can he considered
to be 1 x 7 matrices that specify the corre-%ponding
rates or post tions of the seven hand coord sates. To
obtain sliding along a part icu Ltr axis, the control
equation is more simply •-xprr • ssed as
Hate = K	 (2)
C
Willi each control equation, it is necessary to
specify both a list of completion criteria and the new
actions and control equations tit
	 used if any of
these criteria are met. This suggests that a branching
structure associated with a computer language Is re-
gtired to sper-ify both the manipulation task and any
required emergency procedures. these procedures should
cause the hand to stop in midtask and should inform the
human supervisor of any difficulties and their symptoms.
ai
Table 2
i.\wi , i,ES OF comi , i,vTioN (Rri,Fmil
Hnrkmpace coordinate%
• Exceeded work %pace
•	 Enterer) obstacle area
• Height greater than 52 inches
• Incremental height greater than 6 inches
%im coordinates
• Exceeded allowable mange
• Elbow torque greater than 50 foot-pound
• Wrist Increment greater than 90'
(land coordinates
• Excess hand force
• Grlp greater than zero
• Squeeze leis t han It) pounds
• Reach increment greater than 5 inches
• Lift greater than 15 pounds
Individual sensors
• Any touch sensor ou
• Right fingertip force greaten than 0.1
ounce
• Both Jaw force% greater than I pound
tIapmed time
• Time greater than pre-et I mit
Vote	 lsterisks denote emergency criteria,
and bullets denote operational criteria.
MEANS OF MEASURING T11F: CRITICAL FORCES
To carry out the above manipulation tasks, vari-
ous contacts with and pushes against objects in the
environment must be sensed. Several methods of mens-
ing these forces using manipulators are described in
the following paragraphs.
Joint Forces
The lorce or torque at each joint in the manip-
ulator can he sensed by measuring either the motor
current in electric systems or the back pressure in
hydraulic systems. Thim .m particularly easy in
elec• trlcally driven manipulator% because the torque
motor itself' is used as the sensor, thus requiring no
add ll,onaI sensory.
The use of Joint forces as measures of contact
between the object and the end effector is limited by
several factors. Joint forces are contaminated by
the weight of troth the manipulator segments and the
load.	 In addition, when the arm is in motion, chang-
ing acceleration forces e changing centripetal Inrc•es,
and reaction forces developed due to motions in other
Joints, all further contribute to t:ie joint force
contamination.
.lolnt force measurements are also li 	 d by the
back-drive friction of the individual jo.nts.
Depending on the- gearing, more th..n 10 percent of the
force exerted by At given .joint is likely to he required
tit 	 that joint. Though capable of driving 10
pound%, much it joint could sense only I pound. 1 force
applied to the hand may back-drive some joints (the
tree%t ones) but not others, thus giving false informa-
tion concerning the applied force vector.
In spite of these limitations, Goto (1977) has
used Joint forces ta p pack block% tightly on is pallet.
Innue (1971) compensated Joint forces for gravity load-
ing by measuring and storing static joint forces before
tamk [nitration.	 Using changes sit 	 ,joint force, he
programmed a manipulator to insert a pin Into a hole
and to turn it 	 Considerably refining the tech-
nique, Paul (1972) compensated Joint forces for both
gravity and acceleration loading anti demonstrated me• v -
eral placing and sliding tasks. Another use of .joint
forces is the detection of collisions against an ob-
stacle. Restricting the use of Joint forces to the
range from 30 to 100 percent of a ,joint's maximum force
capability should avoid many of the complexities of
compensation and back-drive limitations,
Se parate Sensing Couple
another moans of measuring c •on.act between the end
effector and the environment is to measure the force
couple at some point un the manipulator. The force
couple consists of a torque vector and At force vector.
Together, these forces c • (mnpletely descrilx- the reaction
force Lt the point whore the manipulator is cut. The
obvious place to make- this nicamui • a• ma • nl is Ix-t*ven the
end effector and the last ,joint of the arm, as sug-
gested by Scheinmann (1969). Here the sensing is In
close proximity to the load raid, because the factors
influencing the signals from external contact are due
only to the gravity and acceleration loading from the
combined hand-object mass, the sourcem of contamination
are significantly reduced.
Thus, in moving from the .joints to the %rimt, the
sensing problem becomes greatly simplified. The major
portion of the weight and the var y ing geometry are
both removed from the sensing scheme, Assuming the
weight of the• end effector to be one-tenth the weight
of the arm, wrist sensing rather than Joint sensing
expands the o- eful force rang: by a factor of ln, nl-
lowing smaller forces to Ix- measured. a wrist sensor
for computer control of an arm was used by Grooms,
(1972) to permit sliding a pin in a closely toleranced
hole and aligning the wrist to a flat object.
Touch Sensing
The most sensitive and direct method of measuring
contact between an object and the ind effect%^i • is to
mount sensors on the outer surface; of the end effec-
tor. Such sensing plates can have a mams of only a
few grams, and they in no way reduce the magnitude of
the forces applied to the arm. With such it low mama,
it is not necessary to compensate for either gravity
or arm acceleration, and forces on the order of grams
can be sensed directly. Uncompensated touch sensors
are easily 1000 and 100 times, respectively, more
r
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sensitive to measuring contact	 forces than compensated •	 Externol	 touch sensing plates
,oint and wrist	 sensing.
•	 .law sensor matrices
Using	 touch	 sensors on	 the	 inside of	 the- . law,	 it •	 '1'-handle	 tool	 holder.
is possible to pick up	 lightweight ob,lects automati-
cally without	 disturbing	 them.	 This was done by Goto In addition,	 ,jaw position potentiometer signals	 and	 law
(1972),
	
1611	 and	 Sword	 (1973),	 Inoue	 (1971),	 Ernst motor drive current	 signals are available.	 'These sig-
(1962),	 and	 Paul
	
(1972)	 by compensating	 In various nals will	 allow the control	 computer to sense and con-
ways	 to	 reduce errors	 in positioning either the object trol	 hoth	 the	 ,jaw opening	 and	 the	 total	 law gripping
or the hand,	 t'sing	 (ou['h sensors on	 the outside of force,
the
	
fingers, Goto (1972) was able to package small
boxes on it	 pallet. wrist	 Sensor
OF.SIGN OF A HAND w1111 TOUCH AND FORCF: SENSING the wrist sensor measures both the three compo-
nents of	 force,	 which correspond to the	 reach,	 lift,
The hand	 system shown In Figure 5 was designed and sweep directions,	 and the three components of
based on	 (1)
	
the	 requirement	 to perform automatic torque,	 corresponding	 to	 the twist,	 turn,	 and	 tilt	 di-
manipulation and assembly tasks using
	
touch sensing rections	 (Figure 2).	 The wrist	 sensor	 is situated at
and	 ('-')	 the	 limitations of	 the	 Hensing	 s ystems pre- the base of the drive housing, 	 and	 its operation	 is
viously discussed.	 The system consists of the follow- based upon deflection across the deformable suspension
ing	 integrated parts located at	 the hand-wrist	 .junction.
•	 Six-axis wrist	 sensor The key elements of the wrist	 sensor are the	 four
sensing blocks arranged as shown in Figure 6. 	 Each
•	 Motor driven hand block consists of several
	
light-emitting diode	 (LED)
SIX-AXIS
WRIST SENSOR
ti
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FIGURE 5 END EFFECTOR WITH PROPORTIONAL TACTIC_ AND SIX-AXIS WRIST SENSOR
i
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iFIGURE 6 SIX-AXIS WRIST SENSOR GEOMETRY
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FIGURE 1 WRIST INTERIOR SHOWING HOW WEIGHI OF
SERVOMOTOR BALANCES WEIGHT OF HAND
711-	 l^lif3	 %	 _.
a
phototransistor light paths, which are broken by pins
attached to the hand yoke. 'The motion of these pins
will change the position of the shadow cast upon the
square light-sensitive area of the phototransistors
by the edge of the pin.	 Electrical signals corresp •m-
ding to the three forces and three torques are ob-
tained directly by subtracting the two constituent
photoc•urrents.
1 useful feature of this system is that the
weight of the hand drive motor balances the weight of
the .yaws, as shown to Figure 7.	 'Thus, the torques
measured at the wrist sensor cto not :etlect hand
weight. Proper balancing permits manipulation with
lighter loads.	 This is similar to the mathematical
compensation previously described, except that it is
done prior to sensing and hence does not require such
highly linear sensors,
Touch Sensors
The seven external sensing plates that cover each
jaw activate proportional sensing elements. These
plates are uniformly sensitive to force over their
surface and deflect approximately 1 mm under load con-
di ttons. Since the sensors were incorporated directly
into the .jaw, they are very rugged. Because of the
experimental nature of the hand, the external sensing
plates seen in Figure 5 were design d to be replace-
able and e• an he constructed of hard rubber or metal.
'rhe force range for each sensor depends upon a com-
pliant element that can he easily changed to vary the
full scale sensitivity from 5 g to 5 I%g. 	 Since the
sensors are linear over a I00- to -1 range of fore,
a single sensitivity can be used for different tasks.
'Ilse addition of composite or nonlinear c•ompliart ele-
ments will permit the force range to be exp:il.ted
greatly.
Integral to the inside surface of each ,jaw it it
:I i 6 matrix of sevstrg buttons, each with the same
properties as the external sensing plater, as %hown
in Figure 8, With this array of rennors, it it pos-
sible to derive simply control signals that will per-
mit turn. I ist, and sweep during jaw c'osure to be
governed by the contours of the object, as previously
shown in Figure 3. The tactile information from the
jaw sensor matrix can be used to f:nd the location of
objects in the jaws and to compensate for faulty po-
sitioning by motions in reach and lift.
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FIGURE B THREE BY SIX SENSOR ARRANGEMENT ON
INSIDE SURFACES OF JAWS (FULL SIZEI
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